El Dorado Irrigation District (EID) is providing this report in accordance with Condition 43 of the United States Forest Service 4(e) Conditions for the FERC Project 184 license

In 2006 four deer perished in the Project 184 canal system; details are as follows:

1-7-06: Small doe found on racks at the Alder Creek Siphon. The canal and deer fencing was patrolled to the Intake, one gate was found opened near 30mi. Tract and was closed.

7-24-06: Doe and fawn found on public safety rack at the up stream portal of the El Dorado Tunnel. The Patrolman found an area where the fence meets the Flume that may have been wide enough for the deer to slip through. This area was block off.

8-28-06: Small buck found in Forebay Lake. The racks where in stream at the 14mi. Tunnel which indicates the deer did not enter the lake from the canal. Unsure why deer was found in the lake, possibly chased in by dogs.